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Fenton makes the finest glass colors in 
the world for your expressive creations. 
Young Frank L. Fenton started the 
company in 1905 and immediately 
began developing glass techniques 
that were beautifully unexpected. 
We continue his vision today.  

American Artistry. . .  
Your Personal Style

Create it. . . Wear it. . . Love it!

                                             Look closely at the hand applied ceramic decoration and at the
                   lettering on the decorated designs, notice the interplay of color and depth in our 
glass beads, these are hallmarks of Fenton Art Glass embodied in Fenton USA Jewelry.

“Every day is new and exciting in our 
world of glass artistry. 

Recently Fenton jewelry designer 
Jena Blair began musing about a 
casual style of jewelry that could be 
worn multiple ways. 
 
Taking a few bits of leather and chain, 
she started a vision that launched 
our artists into completely new styles 
of glass and hand applied ceramic 
decoration. Her imagination captured 
all of us and we are thrilled to share 
the results with you.  
 
We hope you, too, are captured by 
our Creative Spirit.”

George Fenton,
President 
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Choose from eight necklace 
styles, add your favorite 
Fenton glass for a look that 
is all you! The two necklaces 
shown at the right and left 
can also be used as wrap 
bracelets! The possibilities 
are almost endless. 

Necklace and 
Wrap Basics...  

11115     
Circles Go Round (381/2")

11114      
Carnelian Antique Brass (37")

11091     
African Turquoise (32"- 34")

11117     
 Leather Lanyard (Approx. 341/2")    

11119      
Leather with Brass Circles (34")      

11125  Black Leather Cord    
11126  Brown Leather Cord 

11116    
Leather and Chain (25"- 27")

11118    
Brass Chain (Approx. 263/4")  

18"-20"  
each in length
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11082 Faith                                                 

Art Glass Pendants . . . 

11084   Joy                                           11085 Grace                                         

11083          Imagine                                 

11089 Hopeful                                  

11088  Evangeline                              

11087             Trails of Turquoise              

11086         2" Moonstruck             

Fenton pendants are beautiful art glass creations, and five carry meaningful messages: Faith, Joy, Hope, 
Grace, and Imagine. Each message is hand pressed into the glass or features a hand applied decoration. 
These versatile pieces (approximately 23/8" in length) will make a statement however you wear them!

Perfect pairings. . . Fenton USA’s Creative Spirit Jewelry!
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Fenton Art Glass is a licensed trademark of Fenton Gift Shops, Inc.

Suede Tassels 
(Approx. 41/2" l.) 

11092 Black          11093 Brown  

Add a touch of bling to your designs with our 
handmade drops (1/2" l.) and dangles (11/16"). 
Each piece requires special skills from Fenton 
artists, such as beautiful iridescence, sparkling 
goldstone or dimensional glass combinations. 
Easy to use. . . just clip on and go! Create a fun 
and different look for everyday casual or for a 
special occasion!  
Drops (left to right)
11094   Peridot Iridized      11102   Black Iridized               
11100   Aqua Iridized     11104   Burmese Iridized 
11103   Chocolate Satin                                                                 

Dangles (left to right)
11108   Sweet Pea            11106   Kalico Kitty           
11113   Amsterdam        11111   Lily Pond

Attention Grabbing 
Drops and Dangles. . . 

11055                          
Indian Summer Focal Bead

11056                      
Mojave Cornerstone Bead   

Art Glass Cornerstone  
and Focal Beads. . . 
Our Mojave Cornerstone bead (3/4" l.) 
features warm earthy browns and rich 
turquoise. The sterling silver threads float 
on top of the traditional southwest colors.

The art of this special Indian Summer Focal bead (13/8" l.) lies in pulling 
together rich colors to create a new color wherever they touch! Hot glass 
is swirled into shifting, moving color and no two will be identical!

Create a unique look for any 
occasion with Creative Spirit 

accessories from Fenton USA Jewelry!
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Create different looks with our Brass Three Strand 
Bracelet or Leather Bracelet by using traditional 
Fenton USA Jewelry beads and/or pendants!

11120   Brass Three Strand Bracelet 
             (61/2"- 83/4")  

Bracelets. . .  

The leather caddy (33/8") with grommets keeps 
traditional Fenton beads in place on the 
bracelets and necklaces. Use fewer grommets 
with a larger bead or with your own stopper 
beads. The caddy also works well with other 
European bead lines.

11127  Bead Caddy   

Fenton Art Glass Company
700 Elizabeth Street, Williamstown, WV  26187
www.fentonartglass.com

Leather Bracelets (6"- 81/4")
11121   Black w/Ant. Silver 
11123   Brown w/Ant. Silver
11122   Black w/Ant. Brass       
11124   Brown w/Ant. Brass                                       


